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Abstract 
The all-pairs min cut (APMC) problem on a nonnegative edge-weighted graph is to find, for 
each pair of nodes, a min cut that separates the pair. Gomory and Hu (1961) presented 
a structural characterization f collections of cuts that solve the APMC problem. We show how 
the APMC problem can be generalized to matroids and we present several theorems that 
characterize the structure of solutions to this more general problem. The result of Gomory and 
Hu is a special case of one of these theorems. In particular, we find that the APMC problem is 
a matroid optimization problem. 
1. Introduction 
Let G = (V ,E)  be a graph with edge weights and let n = I VI. For a proper 
nonempty subset A of V, let fiG(A) denote the set of edges of G with exactly one 
endnode in A. Any such subset of edges is called a cut. In particular, if u ~ A and v ~ A, 
then 6(A) is called a u-v  cut, and is said to separate u and v. The weight of a cut is the 
sum of the weights of its edges. A rain u-v cut is a u-v cut of minimum weight. 
Gomory  and Hu [6-1 (see also [9, 3-1) considered the following questions: 
(1.1) How many min cuts are necessary to separate all the pairs of nodes in a graph? 
(1.2) What is their structure? 
(1.3) How can they be found? 
In regard to questions (1.1) and (1.2), they obtained the results that are summarized 
in the following theorem. 
Thenrem 1.1 (Gomory and Hu [6]). Let G = (V, E) be a connected graph with non- 
negative edge weights and I VI = n. Then there exist cuts C1 . . . . .  C._ 1 and node pairs 
ul ,vl, ..., u,_ iv._ 1 such that: 
(1.4) Ci is a rain ul-vi cut, for  i = 1 .. . . .  n - l; 
(1,5) {C1 ... . .  C,_ 1} contains a rain cut for every pair of  nodes in G; 
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(1.6) the graph G' = (V ,{ /21v  1 . . . . .  Un-lVn x }) is a (spanning) tree; 
(1.7) if Ai is the node set of either of the two trees of G'\ulvi, then Ci = 6~(Ai),for 
i=1  ..... n -1 .  
(1.4) and (1.5) of Theorem 1.1 say that there is a list ofn - 1 min cuts that contains 
a min cut for each of the n(n - 1)/2 node pairs in G. (1.6) and (1.7) say that these n - 1 
cuts can be chosen in a very special way. The tree G' described in the theorem is the 
so-called cut equivalent ree. It is closely related to the notion of max flows. In 
particular, suppose we assign to each edge ulvl in G' the weight of the cut Ci, and let us 
interpret he edge weights on G and G' as capacities. Then the value of a max flow 
between two nodes in G is the same as the value of a max flow between the 
corresponding nodes in G'. This also implies that G has at most n - 1 different max 
flow values. 
In regard to question (1.3), Gomory and Hu 1-6] (see also [3, 9]) also described an 
algorithm for finding a collection of min cuts as described in Theorem 1.l. The 
algorithm requires solving only n - 1 min cut problems. 
Section 2 of this paper begins with a quick review of some elementary matroid 
theory. We next present several definitions and theorems that translate and generalize 
some of the notions of Theorem 1.1 to matroids. In Section 3 we consider the special 
case of binary matroids. In this case we add to the structural results of Section 2 and 
also completely generalize Theorem 1.1 to a special class of binary matroids (Theorem 
3.4). Thus we see in what sense the problem of finding all the min cuts in a graph is 
a matroid optimization problem. In particular, we find that the min cuts produced by 
the algorithm of Gomory and Hu [6] for this problem are a min base for a well-known 
matroid (the cut matroid) defined on the graph (although their algorithm need not 
produce the min cuts in a typical greedy fashion). We also obtain a new proof of 
Theorem 1.1 (Observation 3.7). In Section 4, in order to illustrate the definitions and 
results of Sections 2 and 3, we consider a number of examples of well-known matroids. 
This section also contains a demonstration that Theorem 3.4 strictly generalizes 
Theorem 1.1. In Section 5 we briefly consider some related work. In particular, we 
compare our results with those of Hassin [8], who considered a closely related 
generalization of part of Theorem 1.1. Section 6 contains an open problem. 
2. Generalizing to matroids 
We begin this section with some definitions that allow us to generalize the notion of 
cuts to matroids. A basic familiarity with matroids is assumed. Four good references 
for matroid theory are [1, 10, 16, 18]. This section also contains two theorems. The 
first theorem generalizes some of the notions in Theorem 1.1; the second theorem adds 
some additional structure. 
Let M = (E, I) be a matroid. If each element of E has a real weight associated with 
it, we say that M has element weights. The weight of a subset of E is the sum of the 
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weights of the elements of the subset. A base of minimum weight is called a rain base. 
We note that a min base can be found using the well-known 'greedy algorithm' (for 
details, see, for example, [10, p. 275]). 
An important example of matroids comes from matrices. Let ,4 be a matrix over 
a field F. If we let E denote the set of column indices of,4 and let I be the collection of 
subsets of E corresponding to independent (over F) subsets of columns of A, then 
M = (E, I )  is a matroid.  ` 4 is called a representation of M. If a matroid M has 
a representation over GF(2), then M is called binary. 
Let M = (E, I)  be a matroid with rank(E)= m. A circuit C of M is called a full 
circuit if ICI = m + 1. We observe that not all matroids have full circuits (e.g., a full 
circuit in a graphic matroid corresponds to a hamiltonian cycle in a corresponding 
graph; see Example 2 in Section 4). 
Let M = (E, I)  be a matroid with element weights and let I~I .  Then e eE  is 
an extension of I if I ~ e E I. An extension e of I is called a minimum weight extension of 
I if it has minimum weight among all extensions of I. In this paper we focus on 
a particular type of extension associated with full circuits, which we next define. 
Let C be a full circuit of M. Note that if u, v e C, then C\{u, v } ~ I. An extension of 
C\(u,v } is called a u-v separator and is said to separate u and v. (Hence the union of 
C\{u,v} and a u-v separator is a base.) Observe that u and v are themselves u-v 
separators. (Let us emphasize that separators are individual elements e of the matroid, 
and not the enlarged sets (C\ { u, v } ) w e.) A u-v separator of minimum weight is calied 
a rain u-v separator. We will be studying the properties of min separators. In 
particular, we address the following questions: 
(2.1) How many min separators are necessary to separate all the pairs of elements 
in a full circuit? 
(2.2) What is their structure? 
A partial answer to questions (2.1) and (2.2) is contained in the following two 
theorems. Theorem 2.1 shows the extent to which Theorem 1.1 extends to this setting. 
Observe that (1.7) is not generalized by Theorem 2.1. Example 2 in Section 4 illustrates 
why (1.7) does not generalize to this setting. 
Theorem 2.1. Let M -- (E, I) be a matroid with element weights and let C be a full circuit 
in M. Then there exist separators l . . . . .  SR and pairs UiVl . . . . .  UkIJ k of elements of C such 
that: 
(2.3) si is a rain ul-vi separator, for i = 1 .. . . .  k; 
(2.4) (s 1,..., Sk) contains a rain separator for every pair of elements in C; 
(2.5) the graph G' -- (C, {ulvl, ...,UkVkl) is a forest (hence, k ~ IC] - 1). 
Theorem 2.2. Let M = (E, I) be a matroid with element weights and let C be a full circuit 
in M, then: 
(2.6) every rain base for M contains a rain separator for every pair of elements in C; 
(2.7) /f {sl . . . . .  sk} is a minimal set of separators that contains a rain separator for 
every pair of elements in C, then {s~, ...,sk} is contained in a rain base for M. 
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(2.3) and (2.4) say that there is a list of at most ICI - 1 min separators that contains 
a min separator for each of the ICI ( ICI -  1)/2 pairs of elements in C. (2.5) says that 
these separators can be chosen in a special way. (2.6) and (2.7) tell us that the min 
separators are closely related to the min bases for the matroid. 
In the remainder of this section we first present some useful and simple propositions 
about matroids and extensions. These then lead to proofs of the above two theorems. 
Proposition 2.3. Let M =(E, I )  be a matroid, let I~1  and let aeE \ I .  Then 
rank( /u  a) = rank(l) i ff l w a contains a (unique) circuit (that contains a). 
Proof. Straightforward. [] 
Proposition 2.4. Let M = (E, I) be a matroid, let C be a full circuit in M, let s ~ E \  C and 
let u, v ~ C. Then s separates u and v iff C w s contains a circuit that contains exactly one 
of  u or v. 
Proof. (~)  (C\{u, v})~ s is a base, hence (C \u )w s contains a (unique) circuit that 
contains v(by Proposition 2.3). Thus C w s contains acircuit that contains vand not u. 
(~)  Suppose the circuit C' in C w s contains u and not v. Then (C u s) \v also 
contains C'. In fact, since C\v  ~ L C' is the unique circuit in (C w s) \v  (by Proposition 
2.3). Hence, (C u s)\ {u, v } is independent, in fact, a base; and s separates u and v. [] 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let {sl ..... sk} be a minimal set of separators that contains 
a min separator for every pair of elements in C (hence {sl .... .  s,} satisfies (2.4)). 
Suppose they are arranged in increasing order by weight (break ties arbitrarily). For 
each si, let ui v~ be a pair of elements of C that are separated by si and no previous 
separator in our ordering (there must exist such pairs due to the minimality of 
{sl . . . . .  SR}). Thus these u~v~ pairs satisfy (2.3). We claim that G' (as defined in the 
statement of the theorem) is a forest. If not, then G' contains a cycle D. Let j be the 
minimum subscript from 1 ..... k such that ujvj is an edge in D. We have two cases: 
either sj~ C (in which case sj = uj or v j) or sj¢ C. Suppose first that s i = uj. Let x be 
the neighbor of uj in D different from vj. Note that sj separates uj from every other 
element in C; in particular, it separates uj from x. By the minimality of j, this 
contradicts our choice of the pair uj,x. The same contradiction arises if sj = vj. So let 
us suppose siC C. By Proposition 2.4, there exists a circuit in C w sj that contains, say, 
uj and not vj. Hence, by Proposition 2.4 and our assumption that sj v ~ u j, sj must also 
separate some other pair of nodes in D. This, again by the minimality of j, contradicts 
our choice of the corresponding pair of elements. Hence, G' is a acyclic (which implies 
that k ~< [CI - 1). This concludes the proof. [] 
Proposition 2.5. Let M = (E,I) be a matroid, let A ~_ E and let a eE \A .  Then 
rank(A ~d a) = rank(A) iff A • a contains a circuit that contains a. 
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Proof. Straightforward. [] 
Proposition 2.6. Let M = (E, I)  be a matroid with element weiohts, let l e I  with 
[I{ < rank(E), and let B be a rain base of M. Then there exists eeB such that e is 
a minimum weioht extension of I. 
Proof. Let w(c) denote the weight ofceE.  We may assume that B was chosen by an 
application of the greedy algorithm to M. (To accomplish this, just order the elements 
of E in increasing order by weight so that the elements of B are placed as early as 
possible in this sequence, where, subject to this, ties are broken arbitrarily.) 
Let a e E be a minimum weight extension of I. If a e B, we are done, so let us assume 
a¢ B. Suppose the elements of B are named bl, b2 .... so that w(bl) <~ w(b2) ~< ... Let 
i be the minimum subscript such that rank(bx,b2 . . . . .  hi) = rank(bl ,b2 . . . . .  bl,a). It 
follows that (bl . . . . .  hi-1, a)~ L Hence, w(bi) <~ w(a), since otherwise a, or some other 
element with less weight than b~, would have been chosen by the greedy algorithm 
when constructing B. Thus, w(bs) <~ w(a), j ~< i. 
Consider the set S = I w {hi . . . . .  b~}. Suppose rank(S)= Ill. Since S u a contains 
lwa ,  and rank( lwa)= III + 1, we get that rank(Swa)= III + 1. This implies, by 
Proposit ion 2.5, that S w a contains no circuit that contains a. But this contradicts our 
assumption that rank(b1, b2 ... . .  b~) = rank(b1, b2 .. . . .  bi, a), again using Proposition 2.5. 
Hence, rank(S)> Ill. It follows that there exists beS\ l  = {bl . . . . .  hi} such that 
I u b ~/. Since w(bj) <~ w(a), for j  ~< i, b is a minimum weight extension of I. The result 
follows. 
Proposition 2.7. I f  el , . . . ,  em are elements of a matroid M with full circuit C, and if era is 
the only element on this list to separate a pair u,v of elements of C, then 
rank(el . . . . .  e,,) = rank(el ,  . . . ,era- i)  + 1. 
Proof. Suppose e,. is the only element among el . . . . .  e,. to separate a pair u,v of 
elements of C. Furthermore, suppose rank(el .. . .  , era) = rank(el . . . . .  e,,_ 1). This im- 
plies, by Proposit ion 2.5 that {el . . . . .  era} contains a circuit that contains e,,. Thus 
C\{u,v}w{el  . . . . .  era} also contains a circuit that contains era. Thus, again by 
Proposit ion 2.5, 
(2.8) rank(C\{u,v} u {el . . . . .  e,.}) = rank(C\{u,v} ~ {el ..... e,,_~}). 
If em separates u,v, then C\{u,v} w e,, contains a base, hence C\{u,v} ~ {el ..... e,,} 
contains a base and therefore, by (2.8), C\{u, v} ~ {el . . . . .  e,, 1} contains a base. It 
follows that there exists an element in {el . . . . .  era- 1 } that separates u, v. This contra- 
dicts our choice of e,,. [] 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. (2.6): This follows immediately from Proposit ion 2.6. 
(2.7): Suppose the elements of {sl . . . . .  Sk } are arranged in increasing order of their 
weights. Suppose also that E is arranged in increasing order of weights where the 
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members of {s~ . . . . .  Sk} are each placed as early in this ordering as possible and also 
maintain their relative ordering. Apply the greedy algorithm to this ordering of E to 
obtain a min base B. We want to show that {st ..... Sk} =-- B. Let us assign each pair of 
elements of C to the first member of {s~ ..... Sk } that separates the pair. Note that, due 
to the ordering, each pair is thus assigned to a min separator for that pair. Let us, 
similarly, assign each pair of elements of C to the first member of B that separates the 
pair ((2.6) tells us that B must contain a min separator for every pair in C, hence this 
assignment is well defined). Note that not every element of B need have a pair assigned 
to it. Consider some sl. Let u, v be the pair assigned to si in {s~ ..... Sk } that is assigned 
to the earliest element bj of B. If bj = si, then s~ is chosen by the greedy algorithm. So 
let us suppose bj ~ sl. Note that b i must be a min separator of u, v, hence, w(s~) = 
w(b~). By Proposition 2.7, {bl ..... b j_ l , s i}e l .  Thus, by our choice of ordering, 
the greedy algorithm should have chosen sl instead of bj. This is a contradiction and 
the result follows. [] 
3. Generalizing to binary matroids 
In this section, we focus our attention on the special class of binary matroids. We 
prove two theorems. The first shows that for binary matroids we have additional 
structure to what appears in Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. The second theorem contains 
a strict generalization of Theorem 1.1 to a special class of binary matroids. Before 
stating the theorems we introduce a few useful definitions and a proposition. 
Let M = (E, I) be a binary matroid with full circuit C and a representation matrix 
A. If X G E, then we let A [X ] denote the sum of the columns of A that correspond 
to the elements of X. In particular, if x e E, then A [x] is the corresponding column 
of A. 
Proposition 3.1. Let M = (E, I) be a binary matroid, let C be a full circuit of M and let 
s eE \C .  Then C ~ s contains exactly two circuits, say X and Y, and they satisfy 
X u Y \s  = C and X c~ Y = s. 
Proofi Straightforward. [] 
Example 1 in Section 4 shows that this proposition does not hold for general 
matroids. This proposition leads us to make the following observation and 
definitions. 
'Observation 3.2. For M = (E,I) a binary matroid and C a full circuit of M, 
every element e E E partitions or splits C into two sets, say X~ and Ye, such that 
Xe w Y~ = C, X~ n Y~ = 0 and e separates exactly those pairs of elements x, y of C 
for which u ~ Xe and v e Y~. (Note that if e e C, then Xe = e and Y~ = C\e.) The sets 
X~ and Y~ are called the split sets ofe (with respect o C). Note that not every partition 
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of C is a pair of split sets for some element of E. If X is a split set of x, then 
A[X  l = A[x]. 
Let S be a set and let S~, S 2 ~ S. We say that S~ and S 2 are crossing if each of the 
four sets S~ c~ $2, S~\$2, $2\S~ and S\$1\$2 is nonempty. For M = (E,I) a binary 
matroid and C a full circuit of M, we say that e,fe E are crossing (with respect o C) if 
the split sets X~ and X I are crossing. A set E' _~ E is called noncrossing if no pair of 
elements in E' is crossing. 
With these definitions we have, for binary matroids, some additional structure to 
that given in Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. The next theorem shows that, under the assump- 
tion of noncrossing sets, the global optimization problem of finding a min base is the 
same as the local optimization problem of finding min separators. The theorem also 
shows that these problems are related to finding a structure similar to that described 
in Theorem 1.1. With the example of graphic matroids (which are binary) in the next 
section we show that the equivalence does not hold if we relax the noncrossing 
assumption. This example also shows that noncrossing min bases need not exist. 
Theorem 3.3 Let M = (E, I) be a binary matroid with element weights, let C be a full 
circuit, and let B = {xl . . . . .  xm} ~- E. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(3.1) B is a noncrossing rain base. 
(3.2) B is a noncrossing minimal set of rain separators that contains a rain separator 
for every pair of elements in C. 
(3.3) There exist pairs uxvl . . . . .  umvm of elements arC such that: 
(3.3.1.) xi is a ul-vi separator, for i = 1 . . . . .  m; 
(3.3.2) B contains a separator for every pair of elements in C; 
(3.3.3) the graph G' = (C, {ulv 1 . . . . .  umv~}) is a spanning tree; 
(3.3.4) if Ni is the node set of either of the two trees of G'\uivi, then Ni is a split set of xi, 
fo r i=  1 .. . . .  m. 
An obvious question is 'When does a set B that satisfies (3.1)-(3.3) exist?' In the next 
theorem we state some sufficient conditions for the existence of such sets B. As we state 
in Corol lary 3.8, this theorem also strictly generalizes Theorem 1.1. 
Let M = (E, I)  be a binary matroid with element weights w, let C be a full circuit 
and let A be a representation matrix with m rows. We say the weights w are 
row-induced by A if there exists a vector reR  m, r >1 0, such that, for every eeE, 
w(e) = r. A [e], where • denotes the inner product over the reals. We say that C is 
crossing-closed by A if for every pair of crossing elements e,fe E, we have A[Xe c~ Xs] , 
A[Xe c~ Yf ] A [ Y~ c~ XI], A [ Y~ c~ Yf ] E A. We say that C is row-sparse in A if for every 
pair of crossing elements e, fe  E, there is no i such that the ith component in each of 
AEX~c~Xf], A[X~c~ Yz]A[Y~c~Xs] and A[Y~ c~ Yz] is equal to 1. 
Theorem 3.4. Let M = (E, I) be a binary matroid with nonnegative element weights w, 
let C be a full circuit, let }CI = n and let A be a representation matrix for M. Then the 
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three conditions: 
(3.4) w is row-induced by A; 
(3.5) C is crossing-closed by A; and 
(3.6) C is row-sparse in ,4 
imply each of the following: 
(3.7) M contains a noncrossing rain base. 
(3.8) M contains a noncrossin# minimal set of rain separators that separate very pair 
of elements of C. 
(3.9) There exist elements S l . . . . .  sn- 1 of M and pairs u lvl .... .  u,_ iv,-  1 of elements of 
C such that 
(3.9.1) si is a rain ui-vl separator, for i = 1, . . . ,n - 1; 
(3.9.2) {Sl . . . . .  s,_ 1} contains a rain separator for every pair of elements in C; 
(3.9.3) the graph G' = (C, {UlVl .... , u,_ iv , -  1 }) is a (spanning) tree; 
(3.9.4) /fN/is the node set of either of the two trees of G'\uivl, then Ni is a split set of si, 
for i= l , . . . ,n -  1. 
To prove these two theorems we make use of the following structures and some of 
their properties. 
Let U be a set and let L= {X1 .. . . .  X~}, where XI  . . . . .  Xm___ U. Define 
FlU, L] =-U\{Xi: IXd = 1, i=  1 .. . . .  m). Let D[U,L]  denote the directed graph 
with node set L w F[U, L] and arc set J defined as follows (note that xy denotes an 
arc directed from node x to node y; and ~ denotes proper inclusion): xy ~ J iff x D y 
and there exists no z e L w F [U ,  L ]  such that x ~ z ~ y. Observe that D [U, L ]  has no 
directed cycles, but its underlying graph may or may not be a forest. We use the 
following terminology in reference to D ['U, L].  If xy e J, then we call x a parent of y, 
and y a child of x. If there exists a directed path from x to y, then y is called 
a descendant of x. A node of in-degree 1 is called a leaf. 
Proposition 3.5. Let M = (E, I) be a binary matroid with full circuit C. Let B = 
{xl . . . . .  xm } ~- E. Then the followin# are equivalent: 
(3.10) B is a noncrossing base; 
(3.11) B is a noncrossing minimal set of separators that contains a separator for every 
pair of elements in C; 
(3.12) there exist pairs U lVl, ..., umv~ of elements of C such that: 
(3.12.1) x~ is a uFvi separator, for i = 1 . . . . .  m; 
(3.12.2) B contains a separator for every pair of elements in C; 
(3.12.3) the graph G' = (C, {ulvl, . . . ,  umv~}) is a spanning tree; 
(3.12.4) /fN/is the node set of either of the two trees of G'\uivi, then Ni is a split set of 
xi,for i = 1 .. . . .  m. 
(3.13) Let c~C and let Xi be the split set of Clot  xi such that c~ Xi, i = 1 ..... m; let 
f = F [C \c ,{X i : i=  1 .. . . .  m}] and let D = D[C\c ,{X i : i=  1 ... . .  re}I; then: 
(3.13.1) D is a forest; 
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(3.13.2) every nonleaf in D has a unique child in F; 
(3.13.3) D has no isolated node in F. 
Proof, The proof contains five parts. In the first three parts we show that parts 
(3.11)-(3.13) are equivalent. Then we show that (3.10) =~ (3.13) and (3.12) =~ (3.10). 
(3.11) =~ (3.13): (3.13.1) follows immediately from the fact that the pairs {X~, C\X~} 
are noncrossing. If Xk is an isolated node of D in F, then, by the structure of D, no element 
of B separates Xk from c, thus contradicting our choice of B. Hence we have (3.13.3). So let 
Xk be a nonleaf node in D. If Xk has two or more children in F, then no pair of these is 
separated by an element of B, again contradicting our choice of B. Suppose Xk has no 
children in F. By the structure of D, the children of Xk are sets X~ that partition the 
elements of Xk. By the minimality of B, Xk must separate some pair of elements of C that 
are not separated by its children. But, because the sets Xi partition the elements of Xk, this 
is not true. Again, we have a contradiction. So property (3.13.2) must hold. 
(3.13) ~ (3.12): Let ICI --- n. Note that (3.12.1) and (3.12.2) follow from (3.12.3) and 
(3.12.4). Hence we need only show (3.12.3) and (3.12.4). It immediately follows from 
conditions (3.13.1)-(3.13.3) that m = n - 1. We construct he tree G' and the pairs of 
elements, as described in (3,12), starting from D. (For simplicity we will continue to use 
D to refer to the altered graphs.) 
Add an isolated node to D, call it c. 
Add an arc from c to each node of D with no parent. 
For each node ci~F[C\c,{X1 ..... X, l}], delete ci (and the incident edge) and 
rename its former parent c~. 
By its definition, D is now a directed tree and every node, except c, has in-degree 1. 
Also, D now has n nodes in one-to-one correspondence with the elements of C. By the 
definition of D, the nodes of D\c also are in one-to-one correspondence with the sets 
X 1 . . . . .  X n_  ~; let us assume the subscripts for the c~'s have been chosen so that c~ and 
X~ refer to the same node of D. Note that ci ~ X~. 
Associate ach element xj with the pair of elements c~, cj such that the arc c~c~ is the 
(unique) arc into c i in D. These nodes play the roles of u~, v i. 
A node c~ 4: c of D together with its descendants are precisely the elements of Xi. 
Hence, if we replace the arcs in D with edges to get a tree G', we have properties (3.12.3) 
and (3.12.4). This completes the proof. 
(3.12) =~ (3.11): By (3.12.2), B contains a separator for every pair of elements in C. 
The result follows. By (3.12.4), B is noncrossing. Also by (3.12.4), each element xi of B 
separates the pair u~vi, which is separated by no other pair of elements of B. Therefore 
B is minimal. 
(3.10) ~ (3.13): Let ICI = n. (3.13.1) follows immediately from the fact that the 
pairs {Xi, C\Xi} are noncrossing. 
We observe that, since m = n -  1, I{Xi: IXil >/2, i - -  1 ..... m} l+  [{Xi: IXil = 1, 
i= l  ..... m} l=n- l .  Hence 
(3.14) [{X~: [X,[ ~> 2, i=  1 ... . .  rn}l = n -- I - -[{S,:  [g,[ = I, i=  I ..... m}l 
= I{C\c} \{x , :  Ig,I  = 1, i=  1, ...,m}l = [FI. 
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Let A be a representation matrix for M. Let Xk be a nonleaf node in D. If Xk has no 
child in F, then its children must be sets X~ that partition the elements Of Xk, hence the 
corresponding A [X~]'s must sum to A [Xk]. But, by Observation 3.2, this contradicts 
our assumption that {xl ..... x,,} is a base. So every nonleaf node has at least one child 
in F. If any nonleaf node has more than one child in F or ifD has an isolated node in F, 
then we contradict (3.14). The result follows. 
(3.12) ~ (3.10): (3.12.3) implies that m = n - 1, hence B has the required cardinal- 
ity. (3.12.4) implies that B is noncrossing. (3.12.4) also implies that xi is the only 
element of B that separates uiv~. Therefore, by Proposition 2.7, B is independent and 
the result follows. [] 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. (3.1) ~ (3.2): By Theorem 2.2 we know that B contains a min 
separator for every pair of elements in C. To show that B is minimal we exhibit for 
each xi G B a pair of elements of C that are separated only by xi. By Proposition 3.5, 
the pair of elements uivi from (3.12) has this property. 
(3.2) ~ (3.1): Let JCI = n - 1. By Theorem 2.2 we know that B is contained in 
a rain base. Hence it remains only to show that JB] = n - 1. This follows immediately 
from Proposition 3.5, part (3.12.3). 
(3.3) ~ (3.2): Immediate from parts (3.3.2) and (3.3.4). 
(3.2) ~ (3.3): From Proposition 3.5 (3.11) ~ (3.12), it suffices to show that xi is 
a min u~-v~ separator, for i = 1 ..... m. But this follows from the facts that x~ separates 
u~v~, it is the only such element in B, and B contains a min separator for every pair of 
elements in C. [] 
Before proving Theorem 3.4, we state a well-known proposition from linear algebra 
that will be useful. 
Proposition 3.6. Let D be a basis for a vector space. I f  B G D and Bi + "" +Bm = B, 
then there exists an i in {1,...,m} such that D\{B} ~ {B,} is also a basis for this 
space. 
Proof of Theorem 3.4. By Theorem 3.3 we have the equivalence of(3.7)-(3.9). Hence it 
suffices to show that (3.4)-(3.6), together, imply (3.7). 
We define, for eeE,  w(A[e]) = w(e). 
Our objective is to produce a noncrossing min base. 
Let B be an arbitrary min base for M. Suppose B contains a crossing pair of 
elements, ay e andf. We show that B can be replaced with a min base that has fewer 
crossing pairs of elements. 
Let Xe, Ye and Xf, Yf be the split sets of e and f, respectively. By the definition of 
crossing, X~ n X I, Xe n YI, Y~ ~ XI, Ye c~ Yf are all nonempty. In fact, since C is 
crossing-closed by A, A[Xe~Xf ] ,  A [Xen  YI]' A[Y~c~Xf] and A[Y~ c~ Yy] are all 
columns of A. 
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A[X 8 t'~ X f ] co A[× e ~ Y f ] 
A[Y e f'~ Xf] o A[Y. ~ Yf] 
Fig. 1. 
Define A' to be a matrix with four columns equal to A[Xec~Xs], A [Xen Yy], 
A[Y~ n Xs] and A[Y~ c~ YI]. Note that, because C is row-sparse in A, no row of A' 
contains four l's. In fact, since Xe n X s, Xe ~ YI, Y~ c~ XS, Y~ n YI are a partition of C, 
the columns of A' sum to zero. Hence each row of A' contains zero or two l's and we 
can make the following definition. Define H to be the graph whose edge-node 
incidence matrix is A' (i.e., H has a node corresponding to each column of A' and an 
edge for each nonzero row a that connects the two nodes whose corresponding 
columns in A' have value 1 in row a). Since w is row-induced by A, we have 
nonnegative row weights on A. Let us say the weight of an edge in H is the weight of 
the corresponding row of A. Finally, let H' be the simple graph underlying H with 
each edge weight equal to the sum of the weights of the corresponding edges in H. Let 
~, fl, 7, co, 6 and a denote the weights of the edges in H' as shown in Fig. 1. 
Let us assume, without loss of generality, that 
(3.15) co ~< a and 7 ~< 6, and 
(3.16) co+a~<7+6.  
We consider six cases, depending on the possible nondecreasing orderings of co, a, 
7 and fi subject o (3.15) (where if a pair is equal, we put co before a and 7 before 6). 
Case 1: co ~< a ~< 7 ~< 6. Consider the following two expressions: 
w(A[X~n Xs] )= ~ + co + ~ <<. ~ + ~ +13 + ~ = w(A[Xe]),  
w(AEXe~ Yf l )  = co + fl + c~ ~< "I + 0e + fl + fi = w(a[Xe] ). 
In each of these expressions, the equalities follow from the definition of H' and the 
inequalities follow from the assumption of this case and the nonnegativity of the row 
weights on A. Observe that Ale!  = A[X~] = A[X~nXs]  + A[Xen YS] (the first 
equality follows from Observation 3.2, the second follows from the definitions). 
Therefore, by Proposition 3.6 and the above two expressions, we can replace e in B 
with either the element of M corresponding to A [Xe n Xs] or A [Xe n YI], call it e', to 
obtain a new min base. Note that e' and fdo  not cross. In fact, replacing ewith e' in B 
introduces no new crossing pairs in the base, hence the new min base contains fewer 
crossing pairs. 
Case2: co~<7~<a~<6. 
Case3: co <, 7 <<, 6 <~ a. 
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These two cases are handled exactly as was Case 1. 
Case 4:7 ~< co ~< a ~< 6. Consider the following two expressions: 
w(A(Xec~X: ] )  = ~ + co + 7 <~ co + ~ + ~ + a = w(A[X : ] ) ,  
w(A[Ye~Xy] )  = 7 + o~ + co <~ co + ~ + ~ + a = w(A[Xy] ) .  
If we observe that A[ f ]  =A[X: ]  =A[X~X: ]  +A[Ye~X: ] ,  then the same 
reasoning used in Case 1 implies that we can replace f in B with either the element of 
M corresponding to A [Xe ~ X : ]  or A [Ye C~ X: ]  to obtain a new min base with fewer 
crossings. 
Case 5:7 ~< co ~< 6 ~< tr. If 7 < co, then, by (3.16), a < 3, contradicting our assump- 
tion. Hence, 7 = to and we can interchange these two in our sequence returning us to 
case 3. 
Case 6:7 ~< 6 ~< co ~< tr. As in Case 5, if7 < co, then, by (3.16), tr < 3, contradicting 
our assumption. Hence, 7 = to, which implies that 7 = 6 = co. Hence we can reorder 
the first three weights in our sequence returning us again to Case 3. 
Thus in each case we have reduced the number of crossing pairs; the result 
follows. [] 
Observation 3.7. Note that in the proof of this theorem, we could have used a different 
strategy to obtain the same result: instead of producing a noncrossing min base, we 
could produce a noncrossing minimal set of separators that separate very pair of 
elements in C. Producing just such a set of separators is the approach used by 
Gomory and Hu [6] to prove Theorem 1.1. Hence the approach used here is a vector 
space version of the approach of Gomory and Hu. It is from this and the following 
observation that we claim to have a new proof of Theorem 1.1. 
Observation 3.8. Theorem 1. I follows from Theorem 3.4. See Example 4 in the next 
section. 
Finally, we briefly remark upon the algorithmic implications of Theorem 3.4 and its 
proof. Consider the construction of an algorithm that takes as input a binary matroid 
that satisfies assumptions (3.4)-(3.6) and outputs a noncrossing min base. An impor- 
tant question is how to represent the input and output. We describe one such scheme. 
In particular, let M be a binary matroid with element weights w, full circuit C and 
a representation matrix A. Assume that M satisfies the assumptions (3.4)-(3.6) and let r be 
a vector of row weights from which w is derived. Let O be an oracle that, upon input of 
a pair of elements in C, outputs A [x], where x is a min separator of the two elements. We 
consider an algorithm that takes as input A(C) (the columns of A corresponding to C) 
and r; makes calls upon O during execution; and outputs A(B), where B is a noncrossing 
rain base. In fact, we can design such an algorithm around the constructive uncrossing 
process described in the proof of Theorem 3.4. If each call upon O is polynomial time 
bounded by the size of the input, then the entire algorithm is so bounded. Note that 
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only I C I - 1 calls to O are required. The algorithm described by Gomory and Hu [6] 
for finding all the min cuts in a nonnegative edge-weighted graph precisely fits the 
structure of this scheme. To see this, let A (C) be the edge-node incidence matrix of the 
graph (see Example 4 in the next section), let r be the vector of edge weights, and let 
O be any polynomial time bounded algorithm for finding a min u-v cut. 
4. Examples 
In this section we define several well-known classes of matroids. First, we use them 
to illustrate some of the newly defined terms in Section 2. 
Second, we use the examples to examine the following four assumptions of 
Theorem 3.4: 
(4.1) the matroid is binary, 
(4.2) the weights are row-induced, 
(4.3) the full circuit is crossing-closed, and 
(4.4) the full circuit is row-sparse. 
In particular, we examine the result of relaxing each of these assumptions in turn. 
Finally, we use the example of cut matroids to show that Theorem 1.1 of Gomory and 
Hu is a special case of Theorem 3.4 and we use the example of the Fano matroid to 
show that Theorem 3.4 is a strict generalization of Theorem 1.1. Proofs that the 
objects defined below are actually matroids, as well as proofs of any properties 
described, can be found in most basic texts on matroids (see, e.g., [1, 10, 16,18]). 
Example 1 (Uniform matroids). Consider the uniform matroid U~. Observe that if 
m < n, then any C ~ E such that IC[ = m + 1 is a full circuit. (Note that ifm = n, then 
the uniform matroid has no full circuits.) Furthermore, any element e eE \C  is 
a separator for every pair of elements in C. For this reason, any uniform matroid for 
which 2 ~< m < n - 1 cannot satisfy the conclusion of Proposition 3.1. Hence these 
matroids are not in general binary. This explains the choice of binary matroids for 
generalizing Theorem 1.1, hence our assumption (4.1). This does not, however, 
preclude the possibility of more general theorems. 
Example 2 (Graphic matroids). The matroid M = (E, I) is called graphic if E is the 
edge set of a (loopless) graph G, and I ~ I iff I is the edge set of an acyclic subgraph of G. 
C ~_ E is a full circuit of a graphic matroid iff C is the edge set of a hamiltonian 
cycle of G. It is well known that graphic matroids are binary and can be represented 
by a node-edge incidence matrix A where the rows of A correspond to the nodes 
of G, the columns correspond to the edges of G and entry aij = 1 if node i is incident 
with edge j, and alj = 0 otherwise. Let e = uv be an edge of G. By considering 
the node-edge incidence matrix A, it is easy to see that the split sets of e, with 
respect o a full circuit C, are the edges on the two paths in C that connect he 
two nodes u and v. (Hence e separates exactly those pairs of edges of C that 




are not in the same such path.) Let f=  yz  be another edge of G. Then e and f 
cross with respect to C iff the nodes u, v,y, z occur in the cyclic order u,y, v, z 
around C. Requiring C to be crossing-closed means that if e and f cross, then the 
edges uy, yv, vz and zu must be in G. Requiring C to be row-sparse means that 
if e and f cross then the node-edge incidence matrix of the graph consisting of 
just the four edges uy, yv, vz and zu has no row with four l's (note that this graph 
need not be a subgraph of G). However, it is easy to see that this always holds for 
graphic matroids. It is also easy to see that a set of weights on the edges of G is 
row-induced by the node-edge incidence matrix A if there exists a set of nonnegative 
node weights for G such that each edge weight is the sum of the weights of its two 
endnodes. 
Consider the graph G illustrated in Fig. 2 and the associated graphic matroid. Let 
the full circuit C = {a, b, c, d} and let A denote the node-edge incidence matrix. Let the 
weights on the edges of G be the following: w(a) = w(b) = w(c) = w(d)= 1 and 
w(e) = w( f )  = 0. It is easy to check that these weights are not row-induced by A, 
however, C is crossing-closed by A and row-sparse (of course) in A. Observe that e is 
the unique min separator for edges a and d, and f is the unique rain separator for 
elements a and b. Hence they must be contained in any list of separators that satisfies 
condition (3.9.2) (of Theorem 3.4). But these two separators cross, which contradicts 
(3.9.2) (of Theorem 3.4). Thus if we violate only assumption (4.2) of Theorem 3.4, its 
conclusion eed not follow. 
This example also illustrates that for a binary matroid with a full circuit C, there 
need not exist a rain base that is also a minimal set of rain separators for every pair of 
elements in C. Also there need not exist a noncrossing rain base; and there need not 
exist a noncrossing minimal set of min separators for every pair of elements in C. 
Hence (1.7) is not generalized (even to binary matroids) in Theorem 2.1. 
Consider the graph illustrated in Fig. 3. Let the full circuit C = {a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h} 
and let A denote the node-edge incidence matrix. Let each edge weight be the sum of 
the given weights on its endnodes; hence the edge weights are row-induced by A. 
Observe that C is not crossing-closed by A but is (of course) row-sparse in A. Observe 
that edge i is the unique min separator for edges a and h, and j is the unique rain 
separator for edges b and c. Hence they must be contained in any list of separators 






that satisfies condition (3.9.2) (of Theorem 3.4), But these two separators cross, which 
contradicts (3.9.4) (of Theorem 3.4). Thus if we violate only assumption (4.3) of 
Theorem 3.4, its conclusion eed not follow. 
Example 3. Consider 
M on elements {1,2,. 






the following matrix A (columns 1-6) and the binary matroid 
.., 6} that it represents (it is isomorphic to the cycle matroid of 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 0 0 1 1 1 
0 1 0 1 1 0 
0 0 1 1 0 1 
1 1 1 1 0 0 
Let the element weights of M be induced by the given row weights on A. Let C be 
the full circuit of M corresponding to columns 1-4, Because C contains only four 
elements it is trivially crossing-closed byA. Note that elements 5 and 6 are crossing (in 
fact they are the only pair of crossing elements). Also note that C is not row-sparse in 
A, because there is a 1 in the fourth row in each of columns 1-4. Note that element 5is 
the unique min separator of elements l and 3 and that element 6 is the unique min 
separator of elements l and 2. Hence they must be contained in any list of separators 
that satisfies condition 3.9.2) (of Theorem 3.4). But these two separators cross, which 
contradicts (3.9.4) (of Theorem 3.4). Thus if we violate only assumption (4.4) of 
Theorem 3.4, its conclusion eed not follow. 
Example 4 (Cut matroids). For any graph G the edge-cut incidence matrix A has a row 
corresponding toeach edge of G and a column corresponding toeach cut of G, where 
a~ = 1 if cut j contains edge i, and a~ = 0 otherwise. A matroid M is called a cut 
matroid if it can be represented over GF(2) by an edge-cut incidence matrix for some 
graph G. A node cut in a graph G is defined to be a set of edges of the form 6G(v), for 
some node v. Suppose G is a connected graph, M is the associated cut matroid, and 
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C is the set of elements of M that correspond to node cuts of G. Then it is easy to see 
that C is a full circuit of M. In addition, the associated split sets of any element of 
M correspond to the node partition of the corresponding cut in G. If the edges of 
G have weights and the elements of M have the weights of the corresponding cuts in G, 
then the element weights are row-induced by the edge-cut incidence matrix A. It is 
also easy to see that C is crossing-closed byA and row-sparse in A. Hence Theorem 1.1 
of Gomory and Hu follows immediately from Theorem 3.4. It also follows, from 
Theorem 2.2, that a minimum weight base for the cut matroid of a graph contains 
a min cut for every pair of nodes. 
From Theorem 3.4 we learn a bit more. Gomory and Hu's algorithm for producing 
a set ofmin cuts for every pair of nodes in a graph has the property that the cuts produced 
are noncrossing. Therefore, by Theorem 3.4, we obtain the following corollary. 
Corollary 4.1. Let B be the set of min cuts produced by the all-pairs min cut algorithm of 
Gomory and Hu [-6] when applied to a connected graph G with nonnegative edge weights. 
Then B is a rain base for the cut matroid of G. 
It is interesting to note that the algorithm is not greedy in the sense that it need not 
produce the cuts in increasing order of their weights. 
Example 5 (Fano matroid). We present this matroid to illustrate that Theorem 3.4 is 
a strict generalization f Theorem 1.1. The Fano matroid is a binary matroid with the 
following representation matrix: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 0 0 1 1 0 1 
0 1 0 1 0 1 1 
0 0 1 0 1 1 1 
Let C be the full circuit of the Fano matroid corresponding to columns 1-3 and 7. 
Since C contains only four elements, it is trivially crossing-closed. Since no row has 
a 1 in each of columns 1-3 and 7, C is row-sparse in A. If we pick any set of 
row-induced element weights for this matroid, then, with C, it satisfies the assump- 
tions of Theorem 3.4. It is well known that the Fano matroid is not a graphic matroid 
(since it is not regular). It is also easy to check that the Fano matroid is not a cut 
matroid. Hence, the examples of cut matroids and the Fano matroid show that 
Theorem 3.4 is a strict generalization of Theorem 1.1. 
5. Related work 
In this final section we briefly survey some generalizations in the literature that are 
related to those in this paper. Consider the following theorem. 
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Theorem 5.1 (Gomory and Hu [6]). Let G = (V,E) be a graph with nonnegative edge 
weights, where IV] = n, and let C be the set of all rain cuts for pairs of nodes in G. Then 
the cuts in C have at most n - 1 different weights. 
Observe that this theorem follows easily from Theorem 1.1 of Gomory and Hu [6] 
as stated in this paper. 
Granot and Hassin [7] generalize Theorem 5.1 to graphs with both edge and node 
weights. Hassin [8] extends Theorem 5.1 further. As examples of this generalization, he
shows that similar results hold for various minimum k-node-cut generalizations of the 
min (2-node) cut problem addressed in Theorem 5.1. He also provides a compact 
representation for the collection of all solutions to such problems, which captures ome 
of the ideas in (1.6) and (1.7) in Theorem 1.1. Because the approach used by Hassin [8] 
is closely related to the approach used in this paper, we next examine it in more detail. 
Hassin considers the following general setting. A finite set of problems is given 
together with a finite set of solutions each of which has a weight. A matrix A is also 
given where there is a row of A corresponding to each problem, a column of 
A corresponding to each solution, entry alj = 1 if solution j is feasible for problem i, 
and a~j = 0 otherwise. Hassin shows that the number of different weights that 
minimum weight solutions to each problem can take is bounded by the dimension 
(over GF(2)) of this matrix. In addition, he shows that, if each row of A is given the 
weight of the minimum weight feasible solution to the corresponding problem, then 
a maximum weight base for the rows of A is a compact representation for all the 
minimum weight solutions to the problems (in the sense that the solution to any row 
problem can be easily obtained from such a maximum weight base). 
For the special case of the min cut problem in an edge-weighted graph, Hassin's 
matrix A has a row for each pair of nodes and a column for each cut. He also 
associates a weight with each column of A. In the context of this paper, this is 
a representation matrix (over GF(2)) for the cut matroid of the graph. Hassin's result 
states that the number of different weights for min cuts is bounded by the rank over 
GF(2) of the rows of A. He also shows that a maximum weight basis of the rows (where 
the weight of a row is the weight of a min cut for the corresponding pair of nodes) is 
compact representation for the set of min cuts for all pairs of nodes. This maximum 
weight basis corresponds to the tree described in the theorem of Gomory and Hu 
(Theorem 1.1), although it need not have the additional (noncrossing) structure given 
in (1.4) of Theorem 1.1. 
In this paper, for this special case, we study the structure of the actual cuts in 
minimal collections of min cuts for all pairs of nodes by showing that each such 
collection is contained in a minimum weight basis of the columns of A (Theorem 2.2). By 
effectively ooking at the columns instead of the rows of A, we are able to generalize, in
a different direction from Hassin, the additional structural result of Gomory and Hu 
given in (1.4) of Theorem 1.1 (see Theorem 3.4). Our papers overlap in the following 
way: Theorem 2.1 in this paper can be proved using Hassin's Corollary 2.2 ([8] p. 536) 
and by a straightforward generalization fhis Lemma 4.1 ([8] p. 540). The other main 
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results in this paper (Theorems 2.2, 3.3 and 3.4) do not follow from Hassin's results, 
nor do his results follow from the results of this paper. 
Trotter [14] generalizes a different aspect of the work of Gomory and Hu to 
matroids. He considers the notion of realizability: given a collection of max flow 
values between the pairs of nodes in a node set, does there exist a capacitated graph on 
this node set that has the prespecified max flow values? Trotter equivalently reformu- 
lates the problem by replacing the prespecified flow values with min cut values. He 
then generalizes this to matroids. He states a condition that must be satisfied for 
realizability and in so doing generalizes the notion of cut equivalent trees. 
Finally we briefly mention a different approach to generalizing the notions of cuts 
to matroids that has been extensively studied. This approach generalizes both the 
notions of cut and flow. In this case a matroid with element weights and a special 
element are given; a 'flow' is an assignment of nonnegative values to the circuits 
containing the special element so the sum of these values on the circuits containing 
any element does not exceed the element's weight; a 'cut' is a circuit in the dual 
matroid that contains the special element. Generalizations of the max flow rain cut 
theorem as well as algorithms for finding max flows and min cuts are studied in this 
context. The reader is referred to the survey paper by Bixby [1] and the book of 
Truemper [15]. Some of the many references they discuss in this area are the 
following: [2, 4, 5, 11-13, 17, 15]. 
6. An open problem 
The following problem is left unresolved by this paper: Characterize those binary 
matroids and full circuits for which there exists a noncrossing min base. 
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